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I. Exercise 1 (Monte-Carlo Integration) 
II. Exercise 2/3 (OpenMP Bughunt)



Monte-Carlo Integration
We want to perform integration  over the domain I = ∫

Ω

f(x) dx Ω

From probability theory we know that the expectation value of  for a uniform distribution  over 
the domain  reads

f(x) 𝒰Ω(x)
Ω

𝔼x∼𝒰Ω(⋅)[ f(x)] =
1

|Ω | ∫
Ω

f(x) dx

From the central-limit theorem we know we can approximate an expectation value by using samples 
 with  from the distributionxi ∼ 𝒰Ω( ⋅ ) i = 1,…, N

𝔼x∼𝒰Ω(⋅)[ f(x)] ≈
1
N

N

∑
i=1

f(xi)

Combining this knowledge is the foundation for Monte-Carlo Integration, where we approximate the 
integral by evaluating the function at randomly sampled locations

I ≈
|Ω |
N

N

∑
i=1

f(xi)



Estimating  using Monte-Carlo Integrationπ

Using Monte-Carlo integration we can perform the integral by taking samples  and 
 with 

xi ∼ 𝒰[0,1]( ⋅ )
yi ∼ 𝒰[0,1]( ⋅ ) i = 1,…, N

π ≈
4
N

N

∑
i=1

f(xi, yi)

We know that we can write the volume of an object as an integral over the characteristic function  in an 
enclosing domain                           

χ
Ω

V = ∫
Ω

χ(x) dx

For the unit circle, the characteristic function is  

We know that the area of the circle is  and thus we know thatπ

χ(x, y) = {1, x2 + y2 ≤ 1,
0, otherwise .

π = 4 ∫
[0,1]2

χ(x, y) dxdy



[Pseudo] Random Number Generators

Inspired from «Computational Physics» course by Prof. Dr. Hans Herrmann 
See https://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/numeric/random and https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mersenne-Twister 

We will use std::default_random_engine to generate pseudo random numbers. 

«It is the library implemention's selection of a generator that provides at least acceptable 
engine behavior for relatively casual, inexpert, and/or lightweight use.» 

The one that is 'normally' used is std::mt19937 (Mersenne-Twister with sequence length , uniform distribution and fast)219937 − 1

It is hard to get true random numbers. In practice we therefore use pseudo random 
numbers, which are deterministic sequences!

Examples: 
- Congruential Generators:  

 maximal period for Mersenne prime numbers  and  
- Lagged-Fibonacci: 

xi = (c ⋅ xi−1) mod p
→ p ≡ Mq = 2q − 1 cp−1 mod p = 1

xi = xi−a ⊕ xi−b := (xi−a + xi−b) mod 2, a < b

https://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/numeric/random
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mersenne-Twister


Exercise 1 - montecarlo.cpp
Implementation of characteristic function 

Implementation of Monte-Carlo integration

The goal of the exercise is to observe the 
problems that can occur from false-sharing 

you are asked to parallelize 
this code in several ways

be careful with the random 
number generators / 
distributions 

padding should be of the size of one 
cache line [usually 64 bytes]



Exercise 1 - Makefile
Compile and Launch Benchmarks for OpenMP compatibility. Use 

    env2lmod; module load gcc/8.2.0

compiles the executable

runs benchmark

varym

varynt

plot results

http://stanford.edu/~wpmarble/webscraping_tutorial/regex_cheatsheet.pdf

some syntax 
$        to access content of variable 
@       contains command-line arguments 
>        forwards output 
&2     is stderr 
|         pipelining (forward output to next) 
commands -> check man xyz 
set     setting of bash 
echo  print variable 
eval   runs the expression 
grep  search words



Exercise 2



Exercise 3


